By Mike Detty
Over the last few years we've seen a
number of new pistol cartridges that utilize a
bottleneck case design. By taking an existing
casing and necking it down to accept a
smaller diameter and lighter bullet, a number
of benefits are achieved. Velocities are much
higher than that of the parent cartridge and
correspondingly the energy levels are also
higher. The lighter projectiles result in less
recoil and the cartridges tapered profiles
tend to feed more reliably.
Last year North American Arms
introduced their new .32NAA Guardian. It
fires a bullet that uses a .380 casing necked
down to accept a .32 bullet. The resulting
velocities and energy are greater than any
.32ACP or .380ACP cartridges. North
American Arms used their .380 Guardian
frame as the platform for this new cartridge.
During my evaluation I found the gun to be
reliable, though it has tremendous muzzle
blast for a "Pocket Pistol." At this year's
(2004) SHOT Show I stopped by the North
American Arms booth to see what's new.
Ken Friel, North American's General
Manager, dropped a tiny bottleneck cartridge into my hand.
"That's the new .25NAA," said Friel, "should I put you down for a test gun?"
I took a look at the petite bottlenecked hollowpoint and learned that NAA would be using their
.32ACP Guardian as the platform for this new cartridge.
"It's like a .25 Auto on steroids," remarked Friel, "we utilized existing resources to produce the
.25NAA."

Friel went on to explain that noted gunwriter,
J.B. Wood, originally conceived the cartridge
and that Cor-Bon was loading the bullets
using a 35- grain Hornady XTP hollowpoint
bullet.
"It sizzles at about 1200 feet per
second (fps) from the Guardian's 2- inch
barrel and produces 112 foot-pounds of
energy (fpe)," said Friel
"Sure, send me a test gun," I said,
intrigued by the possibility of getting more
horsepower from one of my favorite pocket
pistols without increasing its size or weight.
Gun Details
North American Arms, previously known for their line of
.22 mini- revolvers, introduced their .32ACP Guardian five years
ago. Realizing that Larry Seecamp was not meeting the
demand for his popular .32 double- action-only pistol, North
American redesigned the gun to include sights, a , 1911-style
magazine release and a quick disassembly button. The
Guardian also featured a heavier frame and slide for durability.
Both the frame and slide are manufactured from 17-4 pH
stainless steel by Kahr Arms, North American Arms contracted
with Kahr because of their reputation for holding tight
tolerances.
My original .32ACP Guardian had a trigger pull of about
10 pounds, which for a pocket gun without a manual safety, is
just about right. Its lengthy and heavy trigger pull almost
guarantees that it won't fire inadvertently. The Guardians use a
double-action-only trigger meaning that the hammer never stays
cocked and each pull of the trigger is exactly the same. Being
blowback operated, the gun needs as much spring mass as
possible to make it work. Like the Seecamp gun, the Guardian
uses a dual recoil spring set up beneath the barrel. The hammer
spring effectively acts as a third recoil spring providing
resistance to the hammer, which in turn supplies resistance to
the rear of the slide-slowing its velocity and helping it return to
battery.
My testing of the original Guardian proved it was
completely reliable with all types of .32ACP ammunition. I tried
all the domestically available ball ammo as well as MagSafe
and Glaser slugs. I also tried every type of hollowpoint I could
find and they all fed, cycled and ejected without a hiccup. Not
bad considering that Larry Seecamp recommends only one load
for his .32 pistol! To be fair, an unaltered Seecamp gun will

normally work with other loads besides the suggested
Winchester 60-grain Silver Tips; it's just that the Seecamp is
built to function optimally with this cartridge.
I received a sample of the new .25NAA Guardian not
long after the SHOT Show. Like my other Guardians, it
exhibits excellent fit, finish and polish. The double-action-only
trigger pull measures about 11 pounds and is smooth without
any hitches or crunching.
Shooting Impressions
One of the so-called improvements NAA made to the
Seecamp design was the addition of sights. The Guardian
sights consist of a non-adjustable notch on the rear of the

slide and a small blade front sight that sits atop the barrel rib. North
American Arms actually machines the sights into the slide and
barrel-therefore, they cannot be adjusted. When I went to the range
I shot my first group with my prescription sunglasses on and had a
great deal of trouble seeing the tiny sights clearly. Then I put on my
reading glasses and was still unable to line up the sights properly.
How important is this for a pocket pistol? It's probably not very
important at all. After all, the LWS Seecamp pistol doesn't even
have sights. Still, I'm the kind of guy that likes to know just how
accurate my gun is and still have the ability to make hits at unlikely
defense distances. I'm the proud owner of three Guardians that
have all been customized; two of them wear XS Big Dot Tritium
nights sights while the third has Novak night sights. These sights
don't add a lot of bulk to the guns but they do accomplish my goal of
being able to shoot them accurately at extended distances. My
customized Guardians are all capable of keeping five shots in a
group under 1.5 inches at 15 yards.
The best that I could do with the .25NAA Guardian was
5-shot groups of about 3 inches at the 15-yard distance. That was
from a seated rest with my reading glasses on. If this were my gun, I
would send it through North American Arms Custom shop for
installation of more visible sights.
Unlike the .32NAA, the .25NAA does not have ear-splitting
muzzle blast and is actually pretty pleasant to shoot. Recoil is mild
and my girlfriend, Laura, really enjoyed shooting the Guardian.
Using a steel target that approximates the head and
shoulders of a man, Laura had no problem keeping all of her shots
on target at 15 yards. The long double-action-only trigger pull didn't
hamper her ability to shoot the pistol effectively. Unlike me, she had
no problem seeing the Guardian's sights and lining them up.
The only problem that Laura had with the Guardian was that
she found it hard to retract the slide to feed the first cartridge into the
chamber. The spring mass necessary for the blowback- operated
pistol was too heavy for her to chamber a round easily. By the time
she fired her fifth magazine full of the bottlenecked rounds she had
taught herself to push forward on the frame as she pulled back on
the slide. Problem solved.
Cor-Bon is currently the only manufacturer loading ammo for
the new .25NAA. They are using a Hornady 35- grain XTP hollowpoint and loading it up to 1200 fps.
Looking back through my notes of when I first evaluated the .32ACP Guardian, a few years back, I
found that Winchester Silver Tip 60grain hollowpoints developed 88 fpe. North American Arms'
newest bottleneck delivers about 20% more energy from the same length barrel, producing 112 fpe. If
you wondered why we need the .25NM when we already have a .32ACP Guardian, keep those
ballistics in mind. More horsepower from the same-size gun!
Reliability with the .25NAA was 100%. We fired about 200 rounds through the gun and had no
stoppages or malfunctions. Bottleneck cartridges, due to their tapered design, tend to feed more

reliably than straight-walled cartridges. One peculiarity that
the Guardian shares with the Seecamp gun is that the last
round in the magazine gets trapped between the slide face
and barrel. This is not a defect in design or a problem with
the magazine. I kind of like it because it lets me know that
the gun is empty as it does not have a slide lock or
hold-open device. The empty is easily cleared by turning
the gun to its side and pulling back on the slide to let it
drop free.
Because the .25NAA is built on the same frame as
the .32ACP gun, all of the accessories for the original
Guardian will work with the new gun. Flush fit magazines,
10-round extended magazines and all of the holsters that
work with the .32ACP Guardian will work with the .25NAA.
Final Notes
Most self-defense advocates won't endorse a pocket pistol as a primary means of protection.
However if you're going to rely on a pocket gun, you might as well pick one that's reliable and packs
as much punch as possible. North American Arms has successfully re-chambered its popular .32ACP
Guardian for a new cartridge that will give the little auto more bite! Retailing for $409, the new .25NAA
Guardian should be available at your local gunshop by the time you read this
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